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   On Monday March 2, RJ Mical (=RJ=) spoke at the Boston Computer Society
meeting in Cambridge.
Fortunately I was momentarily possessed with an organizational passion,
and I took copious notes.  I present them here filtered only through
my memory and my Ann Arbor.  My comments are in [square brackets].
What follows is a neutron-star-condensed version of about three and one
half hours of completely uninterrupted discussion.

PART 1 - The Rise and Fall of Amiga Computer Inc.
==== === === ==== === ==== == ===== ======== ====

The Early Days
--- ----- ----
   Amiga Computer Inc. had its beginnings, strangely enough, RJ began,
with the idea of three Florida doctors who had a spare $7 million to invest.
They thought of opening a department store franchise, but (as RJ said)
they wanted to try something a bit more exciting.  So they decided to
start a computer company.  "Yeah, that's it!  A computer company!
That's the ticket! :-)"

   They found Jay Miner, who was then at Atari (boo hiss) and Dave Morse,
the VP of sales (you can see their orientation right off..) they
lifted from Tonka Toys.  The idea right from the start was to make the
most killer game box they could.  That was it, and nothing more.
However Jay and the techies had other ideas.  Fortunately they
concealed them well, so the upper management types still thought they
were just getting a great game machine.  Of course the market for
machines like that was hot hot hot in 1982...

   They got the name out of the thesaurus; they wanted to convey the
thought of friendliness, and Amiga was the first synonym in the list.  The
fact that it came lexically before Apple didn't hurt any either, said RJ.

   However before they could get a machine out the door, they wanted to
establish a "market presence" which would give them an established name
and some distribution channels - keep thinking "game machine" - which they
did by selling peripherals and software that they bought the rights to
from other vendors.  Principal among these was the Joyboard, a sort of
joystick that you stand on, and you sway and wiggle your hips to control the
switches under the base.  They had a ski game of course, and some



track & field type games that they sold with this Joyboard.
But one game the folks at Amiga Inc. thought up themselves was the Zen
Meditation game, where you sat on the Joyboard and tried to remain
perfectly motionless.  This was perfect relaxation from product
development, as well as from the ski game.  And in fact, this is where
the term Guru Meditation comes from; the only way to keep sane when
your machine crashes all the time is the ol' Joyboard.  The execs
tried to get them to take out the Guru, but the early developers,
bless 'em, raised such a hue and cry they had to put it back in right away.

   When RJ interviewed with Amiga Computer (he had been at Williams) in
July 1983, the retail price target for the Amiga was $400.  Perfect
for a killer game machine.  By the time he accepted three weeks later,
the target was up to $600 and rising fast.  Partly this was due to the
bottom dropping completely out of the game market; the doctors and the
execs knew they had to have something more than just another game box
to survive.  That's when the techies' foresight in designing in
everything from disk controllers to keyboard (yes, the original
original Amiga had NO KEYBOARD), ports, and disk drives began to pay off.

   The exciting part of the Amiga's development, in a way its adolescence,
that magical time of loss of innocence and exposure to the beauties and
cruelties of the real world, began as plans were made to introduce it,
secretly of course, at the winter CES on January 4th, 1984(?).

Adolescence
-----------
   The software was done ten days before the CES, and running fine on
the simulators.  Unfortunately when the hardware was finally powered
up several days later, (surprise) it didn't match its simulations.
This hardware, of course, was still not in silicon.  The custom chips
were in fact large breadboards, placed vertically around a central
core and wired together round the edges like a Cray.  Each of the three
custom `chips' had one of these towers, each one a mass of wires.
According to RJ, the path leading up to the first Amiga breadboard, with
its roll-out antistatic flooring, the antistatic walls just wide enough
apart for one person to fit through and all the signs saying Ground Thyself,
made one think of nothing so much as an altar to some technology god.

After working feverishly right up to the opening minutes of the CES,
including most everybody working on Christmas, they had a working
Amiga, still in breadboard, at the show in the booth in a special
enclosed gray room, so they could give private demos.  Unfortunately
if you rode up the exhibit-hall escalator and craned your neck, you could
see into the room from the top.

The Amiga was, RJ reminisced, the hardest he or most anyone there had
ever worked.  "We worked with a great passion...my most cherished
memory is how much we cared about what we were doing.  We had
something to prove...a real love for it.  We created our own sense of
family out there."

After the first successful night of the CES, all the marketing guys got
dollar signs in their eyes because the Amiga made SUCH a splash even
though they were trying to keep it "secret."
And so they took out all the technical staff for Italian food, everyone got
drunk and then they wandered back to the exhibit hall to work some more on
demos, quick bug fixes, features that didn't work, and so on.
At CES everyone worked about 20 hours a day, when they weren't eating or



sleeping.
RJ and Dale Luck were known as the "dancing fools" around the office
because they'd play really loud music and dance around during compiles to
stay awake.
Late that night, in their drunken stupor, Dale and RJ put the finishing
touches on what would become the canonical Amiga demo, Boing.
At last the true story is told.

Money Problems
----- --------
After the CES, Amiga Inc. was very nearly broke and heavily in debt.
It had cost quite a bit more than the original $7 million to bring the
Amiga even that far, and lots more time and money were needed to bring
it to the market.  Unfortunately the doctors wanted out, and wouldn't
invest any more.  So outside funding was needed, and quick.

The VP of Finance balanced things for a little while, and even though
they were $11 million in the hole they managed to pay off the
longest-standing debts and keep one step ahead of Chapter 11.
After much scrounging, they got enough money to take them to the June
CES; for that they had REAL WORKING SILICON.  People kept peeking
under the skirts of the booth tables asking "Where's the REAL computer
generating these displays?"

Now money started flowing and interest was really being generated
in the media.  And like most small companies, as soon as the money
came in the door it was spent.  More people were added - hardware
folks to optimize and cost-reduce the design; software people to
finish the OS.  Even the sudden influx of cash was only enough to keep
them out of bankruptcy, though; they were still broke and getting
broker all the time.  How much WOULD have been enough?   RJ said that
if he were starting over, he'd need about $49 million to take the
machine from design idea to market.  Of course Amiga Inc. had nowhere
near that much, and they were feeling the crunch.  Everybody tightened
their belts and persevered somehow.  They actually were at one point
so broke they couldn't meet their payroll; Dave Morse, the VP of Sales,
took out a second mortgage on his house to help cover it, but it still
wasn't enough.

They knew they were going under, and unless they could find someone
quick to buy them out they were going to be looking for jobs very shortly.
They talked to Sony, to Apple, to Phillips and HP, Silicon Graphics
(who just wanted the chips) and even Sears.  Finally...they called Atari.
(Boo! Hiss! [literally - the audience hissed at Jack Tramiel's name!])
Trying to be discreet, RJ's only personal comment on Jack Tramiel was
(and it took him a while to formulate this sentence) "an interesting
product of the capitalist system." Ahem.  Apparently Tramiel has been
quoted as saying "Business is War."  Tramiel had recently left
Commodore in a huff and bought Atari "undercover" so that by the time
he left C= he was already CEO of Atari.

Realizing that Commodore was coming out with their own hot game
machine, Tramiel figured he'd revenge himself on them for dumping him by
buying Amiga Inc. and driving C= down the tubes with "his" superior product.
So Atari gave them half a million just for negotiating for a month;
that money was gone in a day.

Of course Tramiel saw that Amiga Inc. wasn't in a very good bargaining
position; basically unless they were bought they were on the street.



So he offered them 98 cents a share; Dave Morse held out for $2.00.  But
instead of bargaining in good faith, every time Morse and Amiga tried
to meet them halfway their bid went down!
"Okay, $1.50 a share.
   No, we think we'll give you 80 cents.
How about $1.25?
   70 cents."
And so on...

Even Dave Morse, the staunchest believer in the concept that was the Amiga,
the guiding light who made everyone's hair stand on end when he walked into
the room, was getting depressed.  Gloom set in.  Things looked grim.

Then, just three days before the month deadline was up, Commodore called.
Two days later they bought Amiga Inc. for $4.25 a share.
They offered them $4.00, but Dave Morse TURNED THEM DOWN saying it wasn't
acceptable to his employees; he was on the verge of walking out when they
offered $4.25.  He signed right then and there.

The Commodore Years
--- --------- -----
Commodore gave them $27 million for development; they'd never seen
that much money in one place before.  They went right out and bought a
Sun workstation for every software person, with Ethernet and disk
servers and everything.  The excitement was back.

Commodore did many good things for the Amiga; not only did they
cost-reduce it without losing much functionality, they had this
concept of it as a business machine; this was a very different
attitude from what Amiga Inc. had been working with.  Because of that
philosophy, they improved the keyboard [ha! - garyo] and made lots of
other little improvements that RJ didn't elaborate on.

What could Commodore have given them that they didn't?  The one thing
RJ wanted most from them was an extra 18 months of development time.
Unfortunately Commodore wasn't exactly rich right then either, so they
had to bring out the product ASAP [and when is it ever any different?]
Also, he said, they could have MARKETED it. (applause!).
If he'd had that extra 18 months, he could have made Intuition a
device rather than a separate kind of thing; he could have released it
much more bug-free.

As far as marketing goes, the old ad agency has been fired; we should
see some new Amiga ads real soon now.

The Future
--- ------
RJ's advice for A1000 owners: "Keep what you've got.  It's not worth it
to trade up.  The A1000 is really a better machine."
This may be sour grapes on RJ's part, since the Amiga 2000 was designed
in Braunschweig, West Germany, and the version of the A2000 being
worked on in Los Gatos was rejected in favor of the
Braunschweig-Commodore version.  However the A1000 compares to the
A2000, though, the Los Gatos 2000 would have certainly been better
than either machine.  C= management vetoed it because Braunschweig
promised a faster design turnaround (and, to their credit, were much
faster in execution than the Los Gatos group would have been) and more
cost-reduction, which was their specialty.  Los Gatos, on the other
hand, wanted a dream machine with vastly expanded capabilities in



every facet of the machine.  The cruel financial facts forced C= to go
with the Business Computer Group, who did the Sidecar in Braunschweig
as well, and quickly and cheaply.

So they fired more than half the staff at the original Los Gatos
facility, one by one.  That trauma was to some extent played out on
the net; no doubt many of you remember it as a very difficult and
emotional time.  There are now only six people left in Los Gatos, and
their lease expires in March, so thus expires the original Amiga group.

And that's how RJ ended his talk; the rise and fall of Amiga Computer Inc.
The future of the Amiga is now in the hands of Westchester and
Braunschweig, and who knows what direction it will take?

PART 2 - Technical Questions From the Audience
==== === ========= ========= ==== === ========

I'll just make this part a list of technical questions and answers, since
that was the format at the talk anyway.  This part is part technical inquiries
and part total rumor mill; caveat emptor.

Q's are from the audience, A's are =RJ=.
..................................:..........................................
Q: When is 1.3 coming and what's in it?
A: 1.3 (or maybe it'll be called 1.2A) will be mostly just 1.2 with hard disk
   boot; it'll look for Workbench on dh0: as well as df0:.
   No one is working on it right now, although there are people in W.Chester
   planning it.

Q: Can you do double buffering with Intuition?
A: Pop answer: No.  Thought-out: well, yes, but it's not easy.  Use MenuVerify
   and don't change the display while menus are up.  It's pretty hairy.

Q: How big is intuition (source code)?
A: The listings (commented) are about a foot thick, 60 lpp, 1 inch margins.

Q: Where did MetaComCo come into the Amiga story?
A: MCC's AmigaDos was a backup plan; the original Los Gatos-written AmigaDos
   was done with some co-developers who dropped out due to contract and money
   hassles when C= bought Amiga.  Then MCC had to crank EXTREMELY hard to
   get their BCPL Dos into the system at the last possible minute.

Q: Why isn't the Sidecar out?
A: Who knows?  It passed FCC in December...

Q: Why no MMU?
A: Several reasons.  Obviously, cost was a factor.  MMUs available at the
   time the Amiga was designed also consumed system time [this is what he said-
   I'm just the scribe]; although newer MMUs solve this problem they were too
   late for the Amiga.
   Third, the original goal of the Amiga was to be a killer game machine with
   easy low-level access, and an MMU didn't seem necessary for a game machine.
   Third [get this!] with an MMU, message-passing becomes MUCH MUCH
   hairier and slower, since in the Amiga messages are passed by
   just passing a pointer to someone else's memory.  With protection, either
   public memory would need to be done and system calls issued to allocate
   it, etc., or the entire message would have to be passed.  Yecch.  So the
   lack of MMU actually speeds up the basic operation of the Amiga several
   fold.



Q: Why no resource tracking?
A: The original AmigaDos/Exec had resource tracking; it's a shame it died.

Q: How is your game coming? [??]
A: It's just now becoming a front-burner project.  It's number crunch
   intensive; hopefully it will even take over the PC part of the 2000
   for extra crunch.  It's half action, half strategy; the 'creation' part
   is done, only the playing part needs to be written.  Next question. :-)

Q: Will there ever be an advanced version of the chip set?
A: Well, Jay Miner isn't working on anything right now...   [RUMOR ALERT]
   The chip folks left in Los Gatos who are losing their lease in March
   were at one time thinking about 1k square 2meg chip space 128-color
   graphics, although still with 4 bit color DACs though...
   and even stuff like a blitter per plane (!!)
   They were supposed to be done now, in the original plans;
   they chip designers will be gone in March, but the design may (?)
   continue in Westchester.  Maybe they'll be here two years from now.

Q: What will happen to the unused Los Gatos A2000 design?
A: ??????

Q: Should I upgrade from my 1000 to a 2000?
A: Probably not.  The 2000 isn't enough better to justify the cost.  Unless
   you need the PC compatibility, RJ advocated staying with the 1000.  After
   all the 2000 doesn't have the nifty garage for the keyboard...:-)  The
   A1000 keyboard is better built; you can have kickstart on disk; it's
   smaller and a LOT quieter, [maybe not than the old internal drives!!!]
   and uses less power; the 2000 has no composite video out, plus the
   RGB quality is a tad worse.  Composite video (PAL or NTSC) is an extra-
   cost option with the 2000.

Q: Have you ever seen a working Amiga-Live!?
A: Yes, I've seen it taking 32-color images at 16fps, and HAM pictures at
   something like half that. [!!]  It's all done and working.  I don't know
   why it's not out.  It sure beats Digiview at 8 seconds per image!

Q: What do you use for Amiga development tools?
A: DPaint and Infominder, Aztec C, Andy Finkel's Microemacs.

Q: What's the future of the A1000?
A: They aren't making any right now; they're just shipping from stock.  But
   they do claim that they intend to continue making them.

Q: Is MetaComCo's stuff all really slow, or what? :-)
A: Yes, it is slow.  But don't knock it, it works.

Q: Who is the competition for Amiga right now?
A: The new Macs are so expensive, they're not a threat to the 2000, much less
   the 1000.  Atari's new stuff "doesn't impress me."  [that's all he said.]

Q: What can I do about lack of Amiga ads, and the quality of the ones that
   do exist?
A: Write (don't call) Clive Smith in Marketing at Westchester and tell him
   they need better ads.

Q: Why are the pixels 10% higher than wide?
A: The hardware came out that way, and it would have been a pain to do it



   any other way due to sync-rate-multiple timing constraints.

[that's all folks!]

==================================+===========================================
The preceding tome was produced entirely by placing my terminal cable just
next to the microwave on high and wiggling it around like !*(&t%*h5i@!s,
so don't take any of it too seriously. :-)

               Gary Oberbrunner

--
Remember,             -Truth is not beauty;
Information is not knowledge; /   Beauty is not love;     Gary Oberbrunner
Knowledge is not wisdom;     /   Love is not music;     ...!masscomp!garyo
Wisdom is not truth;    ----/   Music is the best. - FZ

The next page and onward contains the Amiga patent. Keep reading.
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[57]                            ABSTRACT

A video game home computer is implemented in NMOS (n type metal oxide
semiconductor) technology with plural microprocessors.  Centralized bus
architecture and direct memory access (DMA) techniques are employed.  A video
display generator provides color signal outputs to drive a commercial
television receiver display.  This display generator receives inputs from
both microprocessors and obtains data directly from memory.  A bit map of
display information is kept in memory, wherein bits of information in memory
image the precise screen display for each instance in time.  A bit map
manipulator circuit performs, under microprocessor direction, logic function
manipulation of the bit map data.  Access between system components is
accomplished via the bus architecture on a priority queue basis.  Chip count
and chip area is minimized.

                         6 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets



                      VIDEO GAME AND PERSONAL COMPUTER

                         BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

     This invention relates to the field of microprocessor powered computers
for video games and personal computing.  The invention further relates to MOS
(metal oxide semiconductor) technology, where circuit implementation is
provided with chip area, i.e. chip size as a consideration.  The invention
also relates to a television digital display systems where one video bit of
information is stored in memory for every element location of the picture
(pixel), i.e. bit mapping.
     Bit mapping, while space and time implementation consuming, is a
straight forward and an accurate method for video display generation.
Complex displays provided by video games and personal computers require
overlay presentations of movable and/or changable information and of fixed
information; and of collisions between movable objects.  Bit map
implementation has been the focus of various prior circuits.
     Prior video game circuits have provided a complex display format to a
television receiver display unit (a cathode ray tube), which display unit
generates the presentation with a plurality of horizontal scans or raster
lines.  A video game circuit which is capable of displaying fixed objects as
background as well as, moving objects is shown by Rosenthal,
U.S. Pat. No. 4,053,740.
     Rosenthal has built a special purpose digital computer to generate video
game information from a plurality of selected, on a mutually exclusive basis,
software defined programs.  Operator commands are received and processed.
Rosenthal's special purpose computer is separated into an independent
computational section and an independent display section.
     Dash et al, U.S. Pat. No. 4,034,983, show a video game circuit which
receives operator commands from joy sticks (pots) and which generates and
stores bit map information bearing a time-phase relationship to a television
receiver raster-scan beam, which television receiver is being driven by the
Dash circuit.  Dash utilizes an analog mapping circuit connected to joy stick
ports (pot ports), and a digital mapping circuit, to reset the television
receiver raster-scan beam at appropriate times and to control display
intensity thereby producing the game video display components.
     Personal computers, such as the Apple Computer, have utilized a main
microprocessor to perform computational operations and to process (retrieve)
video display information to generate similar type displays as Dash to a
television receiver.
     The Apple Computer has incorporated a general purpose microprocessor,
the MOS Technology Inc., Model 6502, to perform both computational operations
and video display information retrieval.  Such a single microprocessor driven
system has speed limitations, as most microprocessors, including the 6502
have significant processing dead time used for refreshing registers and
reseting and initializing operations.  As a result, information processing in
such systems can be slow.
     One approach to increasing the speed of such a personal computer has
been to utilize two processors.  Cromenco Inc., has sold a personal computer
containing two processors; a Motorola Inc., 68000 and a 6502.  In this
system, the first processor is dedicated to computational operations and the
second microprocessor is dedicated to video display information retrieval.
     Sukonick, U.S. Pat. No. 4,070,710, likewise, shows a two processor
system.  Sukonick has added a display system 16 to his programmed host
computer 10.  This video display system 16 contains an Intel Corporation 8088
microprocessor 76 within the micro control unit 22 of the video
display system.
     Along this line Burson, U.S. Pat. No. 4,180,805, has provided a video
display circuit which incorporates a general purpose microprocessor 15, the



TMS 1100 microcomputer, as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,988,604.  A character
memory is provided separate from a display memory.  A display image is
developed by the microcomputer and stored in the display memory where each
display memory word is partitioned into two bytes, with the first of which
being a character memory address and the second of which being a subaddress
to locate a character-word within a set of character words in memory.  Each
character memory word is likewise partitioned into two bytes with the first
byte determining color and the second byte selecting a particular character
from a prestored set.
     The use of a second general purpose commercially available microcomputer
to process video display information, while increasing the system speed, also
increases the cost of manufacture for the system.  Further, it necessitates
off-chip wire connections as each commercial circuit comes as a separate
dual-in-line package (DIP).  In LSI (large scale integration) circuit design
this increases total system size, increases backplane and circuit card costs
and increases the likelihood of noise pickup often necessitating additional
filtering and increased signal levels, which usually leads to more
power consumption.
     Others have taken a divergent and different approach, such as using a
display generator circuit designed as a raster scan line buffer structure.
In such an approach, a general microprocessor can be used to address display
object storage random access memory (RAM).  The circuitry divides the display
into moving objects (sprites) and into stationary playfield objects.
     One specific design is shown by Hogan et al, U.S. Pat. No. 3,996,585,
where a display generator is implemented with a plurality of buffer
registers.  He uses this display generator to process bit map information
obtained from random access memory (RAM).  A pattern generator is used to
decode order data for each rastor scan line.  Decoded rastor line data is
stored in a buffer register for display.  The pattern generator also decodes
control data to determine collisions.  The decoded collision control data is
stored in a buffer register.  Hogan's circuit is intended to relieve the
system microprocessor from simple video display data retrieval
and manipulation.
     The Hogan circuitry is a departure from the two microprocessor approach
of Sukonick; and a departure from the general purpose microprocessor driven
display generators of Burson and Stubben et al.  Hogan provides a special
purpose circuit which can be implemented in LSI circuitry.  It eliminates the
cost of the second general purpose microprocessor and the card or board
connection wiring thereto.  Hogan's et al circuit, however, does require more
memory including a large number of temporary storage registers.
     In keeping with the display generator circuit approach of Hogan et al,
others have built a decoder based video display generators.  Such a circuit
would not utilize a second general purpose microprocessor to drive a video
generator, but may use display instruction decoder circuits to provide
movable object and stationary playfield object information to the video
display, thereby reducing the work on the only (general purpose)
microprocessor present without the use of a second microprocessor.  Any of
these circuits, as with Hogan et al, require an increase in memory or storage
space which is satisfied by a large number of registers.  Some video display
generators have their circuitry divided into a decoder(s), a RAM(s) and a
register(s) for handling playfield fixed object data and into a
decoder-selectors and registers for handling moving object data.
     It is desirable to provide complex video presentations on a television
receiver using less circuitry than these previous devices, and to provide
faster processing circuitry more cheaply.  Further is is desirable to define,
in a new way, the video display data, so that it can be processed and
combined complex video presentations using less expensive circuit structure.

                         SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



     An object of the present invention is to provide a video game home
computer which incorporates direct memory access (DMA) and increases the duty
cycle of the bus architecture thereby decreasing dead time and increasing
processing rates for the system.
     A second object of the invention is to provide a system implemented with
a main general purpose microprocessor and a general purpose co-processor
capable of processing video display information and implemented in LSI
circuitry germane to the rest of the system circuitry.
     A third object of the invention is to provide a system implemented with
very few LSI chips thereby reducing interchip wiring.
     A fourth object of the invention is to assign chip geometry to limit
chip size to the more economical 48 pin package size and with chip size in
the 250-270 mil. range.
     The objects of this invention are realized in a personal computer system
capable of driving a commercial television receiver to provide a complex
display of the type desirable for video games, visual arts and other types of
presentations.
     A general purpose microprocessor is connected to a bus architecture.
Random access memory (RAM) is likewise connected to this bus architecture, as
well as, are three custom LSI circuit chips providing other principal
functions of the system.  The bus architecture includes controllable gates
for directing access as between the above-described major components
according to priority selection and bus access control logic.  A direct
memory access (DMA) scheme is implemented.
     The three custom circuit chips contain audio circuitry, disk controller
circuitry, bus interrupt priority logic, pot port circuitry, mouse port
circuitry, universal assyncronous transmission and receive (UART) port
circuitry, display generator circuitry, display bit map image manipulation
circuitry and a general purpose microprocessor (co-processor) having a
limited instruction set.
     The first mentioned general purpose microprocessor is implemented on a
DIP chip and has the ability to access audio, disk controller, display
generator and bit map manipulator circuitry and system (RAM) memory, as well
as, does the co-processor have this ability to access this circuitry
and memory.

                      DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

     The structure, operating features an advantage of the present invention
will become apparent from a reading of the following detailed description of
the invention in connection with the accompanying drawings in which like
numerals refer to like elements and in which:
     FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a prior art personal computer
system in which a single general purpose microprocessor was used to perform
computation operations and display functions;
     FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a prior art personal computer
system in which a display instruction decoder circuit was incorporated to
relieve the single general purpose microprocessor of some of the display
functions;
     FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a prior art personal computer
system in which a second or auxiliary microprocessor was included to assist
the main or first microprocessor including performing display functions;
     FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the principal components and
functional interconnection of the present invention; and
     FIG. 5 is a system chip diagram of the present invention of FIG. 4.

                  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



     The present invention provides an improved personal computer capable of
generating more complex video presentations on a television receiver type
display.  The system accomplishes this task using less circuitry (i.e. chip
real estate), and with faster processing than often found in microprocessor
driven systems.  Direct memory access and bit map image schemes are
implemented using a commercially available microprocessor and a LSI ciruit
implemented co-processor having a limited instruction set, thereby saving
unnecessary chip real estate for the co-processor and thereby has the ability
to service the principal subsystem circuits in the computer system, as does
the main microprocessor.  A central bus architecture has queue and priority
access; and timing and control logic manages to enhance the duty cycle of
this bus architecture.
     FIG. 1 shows the basic circuitry for a single microprocessor based
personal computer.  This prior art system has a microprocessor 11 central
processing unit (CPU) which receives and transmits information to a plurality
of peripheral equipment ports 13 via wiring 15.  A display generator 17,
either being software loaded or hard wired, provides red, green and blue
(R.G.B.) video drive signals to the ports for a video display 19 via
connection 16.  A standard television receiver (not shown), being set up to
operate according to either U.S. (NTSC), or European (PAL) or R.G.B. (red,
green, blue) standards can also be connected to the ports.
     The microprocessor 11 sends display control signals in the form of
microprocessor bits of data 21 to drive the display generator 17.  DMA
channels 23 are used to fetch and write video display words to the display
generator 17 from system memory 25.  A bus 27 connects the microprocessor 11
and the memory 25 for fetching and writing machine instructions and
data words.
     There have been several attempts in the past to increase system
processing speed without increasing circuitry size considerably and without
upgrading the microprocessor 11 with a much more expensive processor.  These
have taken the form of attempts in the past to build specific special purpose
hardware dedicated to producing video data and thereby relieve the
microprocessor of time consuming functions.
     FIG. 2 shows one such prior attempt.  Here, the microprocessor 11
communicates 15 with the peripheral equipment ports 13 and fetches and writes
machine instruction and data words via bus 27 to and from the memory 25.  A
display generator 17 is connected via DMA channels 23 to the memory 25.
     As in the system of FIG. 1, the display generator 17 drives the video
display ports 19.  This system, FIG. 2, differs from the previous as a
display instruction decoder and register circuitry 29 is hard wired to
provide display control signals as decoder control line outputs 31 to the
display generator 17.  This eliminates the need for microprocessor direct
communication to the display generator 17 and data bits being sent from the
microprocessor 11 to the display generator 17.
     Video display words defining the composite signal to be sent to the
display ports 19 are transferred from memory 25 to the decoder circuitry 29.
These words are not microprocessor instructions.
     The limitations of this previous system, FIG. 2, include the use of a
lot of circuitry (chip real estate) for the special purpose of display code
word fetch and decode without this circuitry being usable for other
functions.
     A third prior system design, FIG. 3, incorporates a second or auxiliary
general purpose microprocessor 33 in addition to a first microprocessor 11,
and overcomes the limitations of the circuit of FIG. 2.
     This third system, FIG. 3, duplicates the circuitry of the first system,
FIG. 1, including microprocessor 11, plural peripheral equipment ports 13,
display generator 17, memory 25, DMA channels 23 and video display RGB ports
19.  This, FIG. 3, system, however, has a redundant microprocessor 33, and
redundant connections 15 to the peripheral ports 13, bus connections 27 to



the memory 25 and display control signals being microprocessor data bits 21
to the display generator 17.
     Both microprocessors 11, 33 are commercial units on DIP chips.  If the
auxiliary microprocessor 33 is the same model as the first microprocessor 11
the costs for the system processors is double that of the first
system, FIG. 1.
     The present invention, FIG. 4, includes a commercial microprocessor 11
which can be implemented with a Motorola Corporation Inc. Model 68000
microprocessor.  The microprocessor 11 is connected via connection 15 to a
limited number of peripheral equipment ports 13.  The system includes a
memory 25 which is a random access memory (RAM) being 128 to 512k bytes in
size.  DMA channels 23 connect a display generator 35 to the memory 25.  The
display generator 35 is used to drive the video display ports 19.
     An audio generator circuit 37 drives an audio port 39 and a disk
controller circuitry 41 communicates with a disk port 43.
     The invention includes a second microprocessor 45.  This second
microprocessor 45 designed to be a general purpose microprocessor, but with
an instruction set smaller than the first microprocessor 11.  This second
microprocessor is known as the co-processor 45 and includes general purpose
hard wired instructions including the following:  (wait until), (move data),
(skip if) and (jump).
     The invention includes a bus architecture and utilizes direct memory
access (DMA) technique.  This technique utilizes a shared address bus and a
shared data bus where the memory 25 shares access to the information bus with
bus time being arbitrated between various subsystem components.
     The invention operates in the bit map mode of operation.  Every position
on the screen for every time instance of display is mapped by a code bit in a
corresponding relationship in the memory 25.  To generate the display this
bit map of data words is transferred to the display generator 35 from memory
25.  To change an object on the screen, data representing that object is
moved to a new location in memory.
     A bit map image manipulator circuit 47 is designed to perform certain
logical operations such as a logical AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR and SHIFT
functions on the map play data in memory 25.  This manipulation reconfigures
the data for the continuing display.
     A bus architecture is used to transfer both instruction words and data.
All of the system components such as the microprocessor 11, co-processor 45,
memory 25, display generator 35, audio generator 37, disk controller 41 and
bit map manipulator circuit 47 are connected to this bus architecture.  A bus
control logic circuit 49 controls access to the bus architecture as between
all of these components.  This bus control logic 49 is fed bus request
signals from a priority control logic for bus access 51.  This priority
control logic for bus access 51 receives priority requests from the
microprocessor 11, co-processor 45, display generator 35, bit map image
manipulator circuitry 47, audio generator 37 and disk controller 41.  The bus
control logic 49 thereby controls the following signal transfers in addition
to access to DMA channels 23:
     a.  Control signals from the microprocessor 11 to the audio
generator 37,
     b.  Control signals from the co-processor to the audio generator 37,
     c.  Control signals from the microprocessor 11 to the disk
controller 41,
     d.  Control signals from the co-processor 45 to the disk controller 41,
     e.  Transfer of DMA data to the audio generator 37 from memory 25,
     f.  Control of DMA data back and forth between the disk buffers 41
and memory 25,
     g.  Control of information to the bit map image manipulator circuitry 47
from the microprocessor 11,
     h.  Control of information to the bit map image manipulator circuitry 47



from the co-processor 45.
     i.  Control of DMA data back and forth between the bit map image
manipulator circuitry 47 and memory 25,
     j.  Control of machine instructions and data between the microprocessor
11 and memory 25,
     k.  Control of machine instructions and data between the co-processor 45
and memory 25,
     l.  Control of display control signals in the form of microprocessor
bits of data from the microprocessor 11 to the display generator 35, and
     m.  Control of display control signals in the form of microprocessor
bits of the data from the coprocessor 45 to the display generator 35.
     The invention of FIG. 4 is configured according to chip architecture
shown in FIG. 5.  The Motorola 68000 microprocessor 11 communicates an
address bus, half 53 of which is used to transmit the nine least significant
bits of an address word from the microprocessor 11, while the second half of
which, bus 55 transmits the nine most significant bits of the address word
from the microprocessor 11.  The lower half address bus 53 also feeds the
least significant eight bits of the address word carried thereon to a
tri-state buffer circuit 57, and to a multiplexer circuit 59.  The high half
of the address bus 55 feeds the nine highest bits of the address word from
the microprocessor 11 to the multiplexer 59 and to bus control
logic circuitry 49.
     Tri-state buffer 57 selectively gates the eight lowest bits on the low
bit address bus 53 through to address the three custom LSI chips 61, 63, 65
implemented in 48 pin NMOS technology packages.  The first of these chips 61
houses the co-processor 45 circuitry, as well as, the bit map image
manipulation circuitry 47 of FIG. 4.  The second custom chip 63 contains the
display generator circuitry 35, while the third custom chip 65 contains the
peripheral control circuitry including the audio generator circuitry 37, disk
controller circuitry 41 and other peripheral port circuitry 13.
     Circuitry contained on each custom chip 61, 63, and 65 will be further
discussed below.  Access between the register address bus 53 and the first
custom chip 61 is bi-directional, while access from the register address bus
53 is unidirectional into the display generator circuit custom chip 63 and
peripheral control circuit custom chip 65.  The peripheral control custom
chip 65 transmits audio signals to the audio ports 39 and has bi-directional
transmission signals between the disk ports 43.
     The other ports 13 of FIG. 4 include a UART port 67 and a pot port 69.
Signal transmission between these ports 67, 69 and the peripheral control
custom chip 65 is bi-directional.  Another peripheral port considered amongst
the group 13, FIG. 4, is a mouse port 71 which sends signals to the second
custom chip 63.  The video ports 19 are connected to receive signals from
this second custom chip 63.
     Housed on the first custom chip 61 is the priority control logic for bus
access 51, the co-processor 45, the bit map image manipulation circuitry 47
and the vertical position controller for movable objects (sprites), this
vertical position controller is a classical section of the first chip 61.
Also housed on this custom chip are address registers for the
DMA channels 23.
     The display generator 35 is implemented on the second custom chip 63 and
includes the bit plane buffer registers for generating a plurality of
multiple playfields of fixed objects.  The video color selection registers
and a display priority controller which determines collision priority of
display between fixed and movable (sprite) objects are also on this chip 63.
The display generator 35 also includes a sprite horizontal position
controller having horizontal position registers and a plurality of sprite
data buffers connected to said horizontal position controller.
     Also housed on this second custom chip 63 is a collision detection
circuitry for detecting collisions between fixed and moving objects, and also



mouse port counters.
     Housed on the third custom chip 65 are four audio generator circuits, a
disk controller circuit, a UART communications circuit and pot port circuits.
     The above circuitry placed on the custom chips 61, 63 and 65 may be
implemented in a number of classical ways previously practiced in the art.
     The microprocessor 11 is capable of internal calculation of information
in 32 bit words.  The microprocessor 11, however, has a sixteen bit word data
bus connection.  This data bus connection is bi-directional between the
microprocessor 11 and a sixteen bit data bus 67.  A bi-directional tri-state
latch 69 operates as a gate between the microprocessor 11 and the data inputs
of the first custom chip 61, the second custom chip 63 and the third custom
chip 65, as well as, the input to RAM 25.  These three custom chips, 61, 63,
and 65, as well as, the RAM 25 all have bi-directional connections to
the data bus.
     The basic system clock drives an oscilator circuit 69 which feeds clock
pulses 71 to the bus control logic 49.  Clock pulses 73 are then sent to the
microprocessor 11 from the bus control logic 49.
     The first custom chip 61 generates a 18 bit dynamic RAM address
multiplexed onto a nine bit bus 75 which is connected into the multiplexer
59.  Multiplexer 59 selects amongst the nine bits supplied by each of the
buses 53, 55 and 75 to pass on a time share basis each individual address
(nine bit) word to address the RAM 25 via a bus connection 77.
     A two bit control line 79 comprises two wires from the bus control logic
49 to control the state of the multiplexer 59.  These control lines will
select the high 9 bit address bus 55, and then the low 9 bit address bus 53
to make up 18 address bits from the microprocessor 11.  Otherwise, they
select the dynamic RAM address bus 75 from the first custom chip 61, with 18
bits from chip 61 (9 bits at a time).
     The microprocessor 11 has a DTACK input which serves to tell the
microprocessor 11 that it has access to the data bus 67.  This DTACK signal
is passed from the bus control logic 49 to the microprocessor 11 on the DTACK
line 79.  An additional connection 81 exists between the microprocessor 11
and the bus control logic 49 as an address strobe signal 81.  Another line 83
carries a read-write request 83 from the microprocessor 11 to the bus
control logic 49.
     When the microprocessor 11 has been granted access to the RAM 25, via
the bus 53, 55, 67, the read-write signal 83 is passed via a separate line 83
from the bus control logic 49 to the RAM 25.
     A "row address strobe" signal 85 and a "column address strobe" signal 87
provide additional control inputs to the RAM 25 from the bus control logic
49.  A data source select line 89 provides a control to the bi-directional
tri-state latch 69 from the bus control logic 49.  A register address select
line 91 provides a control line input to the tri-state buffer 57 from the bus
control logic 49.
     A bus request line 93 from the first custom chip 61 inputs requests for
bus access from the circuitry on that chip 61 to the bus control logic 49.  A
DMA request line 95 provides bus access requests from the circuitry the third
custom chip 65 through the first custom chip 61 to the bus control logic 49.
     The bi-directional tri-state latch 69 and tri-state buffer 57 are
controlled to operate in unison by the bus control logic 49.  This bus
control logic 49 determines when the microprocessor 11 is on the data bus 67
and addresses from the microprocessor 11 should be passed through the
tri-state buffer 57 as well as the multiplexer 59 to access RAM 25, as well
as, the circuitry on the custom chip 61, 63 and 65.
     The highest nine bits of the address from the microprocessor 11 are fed
via the bus 55 to the bus control logic 49 where they are decoded to generate
a register address select signal 91 to the tri-state buffer 57 to allow the
address word to be passed to the three custom chips 61, 63 and 65 via
register address bus 53.  These eight lowest bits on bus 53 thereby select



which register on the particular custom chip 61, 63 and 65 is to receive data
from the data bus 67.  This scheme saves pins and interconnection wiring
including back plane wiring, card and board wiring, as well as, eliminates
additional logic circuitry needed to select between the microprocessor 11 and
a custom chip 61, 63 and 65 logic.
     All of the custom chips receive data bus information at the same time
and each custom chip 61, 63 and 65 contains an address decoder for each data
register.  When the proper address is received by that portion of the
circuit, that particular register portion is selected and the data on the bus
67 is thereby enabled to be entered into that register.  This implementation
eliminates the need for additional decoders and additional lines into the
chip.  Each data register has a unique address.  When an address is applied
to the register address bus 53, that register is selected to receive data
from the data bus 67.  This permits inter-circuit communication using but a
single address bus and eliminates interchip wiring and additional circuitry.
By taking advantage of the microprocessor 11 dead time, the control logic 49
increases the signal and time of use of the bus 53, 55 and 67 architecture.
     The bus system carries addresses which have both the source address and
the destination address.  With few exceptions, the dynamic RAM address (DRA
word) from the first custom chip 61 is almost always a source address and
the register address on bus 53 also generated by the first chip 61 almost
always carries a destination register address for DMA data transferred on
the data bus.
     The structure for circuit input buffer registers and circuit output
buffer registers is known in the art.  This structure will not change
regardless of whether the information being temporarily stored is data or
addresses.  The clocking of signals through such buffer registers is also
known in the art.  Their use and purpose in the present invention, however,
departs from the prior art.
     During DMA data transfer, the first custom chip 61 generates a register
address (RGA signal) onto bus 53 which determines the destination for data
and generates a dynamic RAM address (bus 75) which selects the location of
source of data within the RAM 25.
     During operation of the bit map image manipulator circuit the latter
communicates bi-directionally with the memory to access bit map video image
information to perform logical operations (e.g., AND, OR, SHIFT and EXCLUSIVE
OR) thereon under control of control signals provided from the
microprocessors.  Such control signals are stored in the control registers in
chip 61 which are loaded via the data bus in response to register address
signals received on bus 53.
     During display operations the display generator on chip 63 reacts to
display the bit map video image stored in the memory 25 and supplied via data
bus 67.  This is done in response to control signals supplied via data bus 67
and stored in control registers in chip 63 in response to address information
supplied on bus 53 by the CPU 11 or by the co-processor in chip 61.
     The duty cycle on the data bus 67 is increased and controlled in part by
the DTACK signal 79 and the address strobe signal 81.  The specific
operational characteristics of the microprocessor 11 allow this
microprocessor 11 to make use of the data bus only about 50 percent of the
time.  So in the other time the custom chips 61, 63 and 65 make use of the
data bus 67.  This enables a greatly increased usage of the busing
architecture and reduces the size of the wiring between chips and system
geometry.  Conflicts for access to the data bus 67 are resolved by priority
logic resident on the first custom chip 61 and carried out according to the
bus control logic 49.  The co-processor 45 can be programmed to handle the
video display functions which, in the system configuration of FIGS. 4 and 5,
would otherwise be handled by microprocessor 11.  Co-processor 45 being
smaller than the microprocessor 11 is much less expensively implemented.  By
being on the same LSI circuit chip, wiring problems are greatly reduced.



     The architecture described in connection with FIG. 5 enables the
circuitry described in connection with FIG. 4 to be embodied on these custom
LSI circuit chips 61, 63 and 65 each having a pin count below 48 pins, as
well as the commercial microprocessor 11, the commercial RAM 25 and
commercial tri-state buffer 57, multiplexer 59, bi-directional tri-state
latch 69 and bus control logic 49.
     The microprocessor as stated above as a Motorola Corporation 68000.  The
multiplexer 59 maybe implemented in TTL logic including a Fairchild
Corporation, Model 74F374, octal latch and a Fairchild Corporation, Model
74F257, multiplexer being a two-to-one multiplexer with tri-state output.
The tri-state buffer 57 can be implemented with a Texas Instruments, Model
74LS244, tri-state driver, while the bi-directional tri-state latch 69 can be
implemented with a Texas Instruments, Model 74LS244, tri-state driver and a
Model 74LS273 octal latch with tri-state outputs.
     The RAM 25 can be implemented with a 256k memory such as an NEC
Corporation, Model D41254D.  Bus control logic circuitry 49 can be
implemented with a MMI Corporation, Model 16L8 switching circuit along with a
plurality of NAND gates and flip flops.
     All of the above discribed circuitry, including the subsystem circuits
which are shown in the prior art are intended to be interconnected in their
usual manner.
     The system, FIGS. 4-5, being the present invention, utilizes operator
provided instructions in the form of software, which are loaded into RAM 25
when the system is booted-up.  The software instruction set for the M68000,
is incorporated.  The peripheral prots 13, include a keyboard input for
entering instructions in a standard manner.
     The above description of the invention is intended to read as
illustrative of the invention and is not to be considered as limiting the
scope or intent.  Changes can be made in the invention without departing from
the intentive features and scope thereof.
     What is claimed is:
     1.  A video game and personal computer operating under direct memory
access (DMA) with an address bus shared between a main microprocessor and an
auxiliary microprocessor, so that said microprocessors alternately supply
addresses to said bus comprising:
     a main microprocessor;
     a memory;
     a data bus connected to said main microprocessor and to said memory;
     a data bus switch being capable of interrupting said data bus between
          said main microprocessor and said memory;
     a plurality of circuit chips connected on the same side of said data bus
          switch as said memory said chips each having a plurality of control
          registers in connection with said data bus for receiving
          data therefrom;
     a register address bus connected to said main microprocessor and to each
          of said plurality of circuit chips, each address carried thereon
          being operative to selectively enable said control registers on
          said chips;
     a register address bus switch being capable of interrupting said
          register address bus between said main microprocessor and
          said chips;
     wherein one of said chips contains an auxiliary (AUX) microprocessor,
          for controlling data display operations, said AUX microprocessor
          being capable of placing addresses on said register address bus
          when said register address bus switch interrupts the connection
          between said register address bus and said main microprocessor; and
     wherein said one of said chips contains a DMA address encoder circuit
          and a DMA address generator, said DMA address encoder being capable
          of placing register addresses on said register address bus when



          said register address bus switch has disconnected said register
          address bus from said main microprocessor.
     2.  The computer of claim 1 further including a memory address output
bus connected to said one of said chips, said output bus transmitting DMA
memory addresses produced by said DMA address generator to said memory when
said register address bus is disconnected from said main microprocessor.
     3.  The computer of claim 2 further comprising a display generator
included in another of said circuit chips for generating a data display
output and a control circuit for operating said data bus switch for
interrupting said data bus between said main microprocessor and said memory
when said register address bus is disconnected from said main microprocessor,
whereby data is placed on said data bus in response to said DMA
memory addresses.
     4.  The computer of claim 3 wherein said DMA address generator produces
first address data for reading display control information out of said memory
onto said data bus and said DMA address encoder circuit produces register
addresses for loading said display control information on said data bus into
designated control registers in said other of said circuit chips.
     5.  The computer of claim 4 wherein said DMA address generator produces
second address data for reading display information out of said memory onto
said data bus, whereby said display generator utilizes said display
information for generating said data display output.
     6.  A video game and personal computer operating under direct memory
access (DMA) with a data bus being utilized on a shared basis between a main
microprocessor and a memory data manipulator circuit so that said manipulator
circuit is enabled to process display data comprising:
     a main microprocessor;
     a memory;
     a data bus connected to said main microprocessor and to said memory;
     a data bus switch for interrupting said data bus between said
          microprocessor and said memory;
     a plurality of circuit chips connected to said data bus on the same side
          of said data bus switch as said memory, said chips each having a
          plurality of control registers connected to said data bus for
          receiving data therefrom;
     a register address bus connected to said main microprocessor and to each
          of said plurality of circuit chips, each address carried thereon
          being operative to selectively enable said control registers on
          said chips;
     a register address bus switch being capable of interrupting said
          register address bus between said main microprocessor and
          said chips;
     an address multiplexer circuit for transmitting address data to said
          memory from a plurality of sources, including said main
          microprocessor;
     a memory data manipulator circuit included within one of said circuit
          chips, said circuit including a DMA address generator for supplying
          DMA address data to said address multiplexer circuit; and
     a control circuit connected to said data bus switch, said register
          address bus switch and said address multiplexer circuit for
          connecting said main mmicroprocessor to said address bus to enable
          loading of the control registers of said one circuit chip and for
          thereafter disconnecting said data bus from main microprocessor and
          enabling said multiplexer circuit to supply DMA address data from
          said memory data manipulator circuit to said memory, whereby
          display data stored in said memory is read into said manipulator
          circuit via said data bus for processing by said data manipulator
          circuit in accordance with said data stored in said control
          registers of said one circuit chip.
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